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Cognitive Radio Networks (CRNs) have been con-
ceived to improve the efficiency of accessing the 
spectrum. However, these networks are prone to vari-
ous kinds of attacks and failures that can compromise 
the security and performance of their users. One of 
the notable malicious attacks in cognitive radio net-
works is the Primary User Emulation (PUE) attack, 
which results in underutilization and unavailability 
of the spectrum and low operational efficiency of the 
network. This study developed an improved technique 
for detecting PUE attacks in cognitive radio networks 
and further addressed the characteristics of sparsely 
populated cognitive radio networks and the mobility 
of the primary users. A hybrid signal processing-based 
model was developed using the free space path loss 
and additive Gaussian noise models. The free space 
path loss model was used to detect the position of the 
transmitter, while the additive Gaussian noise model 
was used to analyze the signal transmitted, i.e., energy 
detection in the spectrum at the detected location. The 
proposed model was benchmarked with an existing 
model using the number of secondary users and the 
velocity of the transmitter as performance parameters. 
The simulation results show that the proposed mod-
el has improved accuracy in detecting primary user 
emulation attacks. It was concluded that the proposed 
hybrid model with respect to the number of secondary 
users and the velocity of the transmitter can be used 
for primary user emulation attack detection in cogni-
tive radio networks.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, wireless-based transmission 
has been one of the sectors that has seen rap-
id growth in the domain of communication. 
This is due to the various applications and 
development of wireless-based technologies. 
The consequence is that many wireless-based 
communication systems (up to 85%) crowd the 
available limited spectrum [1], [2]. There are 
numerous bodies commissioned for the regula-
tion of radio spectrum usage [3]. In this spec-
trum allocation, the regulatory bodies attribute 
the spectrum to license holders for the long 
term, covering a huge geographic range. This 
static regulation policy renders the spectrum a 
constrained resource [4].
Various research has proved that a huge part of 
the assigned spectrum is still used sparsely, spo-
radically, or is sometimes completely unused. 
The usage trend considers a specific range of 
frequencies (1 GHz to 10 GHz) as mostly unoc-
cupied [5]. Hence, both spectrum scarcity and 
inefficient utilization can be considered issues 
emanating from legacy regulatory and licensing 
processes [1].
Therefore, in order to address the problem of 
spectrum underutilization and unavailability, 
a new spectrum management technique is re-
quired. Such a technique allows unlicensed us-
ers (secondary users) to occupy the spectrum 
opportunistically while interference with li-
censed users (primary users) is addressed. Pri-
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version nor to modify the receivers' protocol. In 
the hash message technique, an authentication 
code was used to detect the attacker. Before the 
PU starts transmitting, a tag is generated using 
the hash function. This tag, which is initially 
part of the transmission key, is embedded in a 
message sent together with the PU's signal. At 
the CR users' level, the same hash function is 
used in addition to the transmission key to re-
generate the tag, which is compared to the one 
embedded in the message. If the two tags are 
the same, the message is from a genuine prima-
ry user; otherwise, the attacker is detected.
The cooperative sensing-based detection tech-
nique [24–27] is another approach used to detect 
PUE attacks in CRNs. There are two different 
cooperative spectrum sensing techniques, i.e., 
partially and fully cooperative spectrum sens-
ing. In partially cooperative spectrum sensing, 
each SU executes the process independently, 
and the one who detects the primary user's sig-
nal first broadcasts the result to the remaining 
SUs. While in fully cooperative spectrum sens-
ing, all SUs execute the detection process and 
forward the result to the base station. The glob-
al decision is then made by the base station for 
PUE attack detection. Fully cooperative spec-
trum sensing is efficient and saves time com-
pared to partially cooperative spectrum sensing. 
Collaborative Spectrum Sensing (CSS), e.g., a 
one-class classification technique [28], is also 
exploited to characterize a PU signal. The PU 
signal features will learn to aid in distinguish-
ing a PU signal from a PU signal emulation.
One other approach used to detect PUE attacks 
in CRNs is a channel-based technique. For ex-
ample, using wireless channels as a fingerprint 
[29], [30] was employed to detect PUE attacks 
in CRNs. It was discovered that the probability 
of detection increases with an increase in the 
Signal-To-Noise Ratio (SNR).
Position detection is another key approach used 
to detect PUE attacks in CRNs. In [31], a po-
sition detection technique using transmission 
power was employed to detect PUE attacks in a 
CRN. Transmission power is a characteristic of 
the signal that is not easy to emulate. This is be-
cause the primary users usually transmit with a 
power scale of hundreds or thousands of watts, 
while the cognitive radio users cannot transmit 
with a power scale of more than ten to hundreds 

using the difference in arrival time of a signal. 
The arrival time is measured at two or more 
different receivers' sides using correlation tech-
niques. TDoA is used to localize the transmitter 
and consequently detect an eventual attacker. 
The Weighted Least Square (WLS) is then used 
to reduce the second-degree error. The posi-
tion of the receiver must be known and tightly 
synchronized [15]. The main objective of these 
localization-based schemes is to minimize the 
loss ratio during the communication process. 
Another approach used to detect PUE attacks 
is the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) 
approach [18]. When a PU wants to start the 
transmission, it sends an encrypted signal to 
the spectrum, and the secondary users verify its 
authenticity. Using the pre-shared secret key, 
the AES approach generates a reference signal 
used for authenticating the PU. If the SUs con-
firm the authenticity, they vacate the spectrum 
to avoid interference. Furthermore, autocor-
relation analysis of the received signal added to 
AES can detect PUE attacks with no informa-
tion about the PU.
One other approach used to detect PUE attacks 
in CRNs is belief propagation-based [19],[20]. 
In this approach, SUs determine the location 
and compatibility functions. The results are 
shared among the CR users to execute the be-
lief function; this is done repetitively. When the 
results converge for all CR users, the attacker is 
detected and its signal's features and parameters 
are broadcast over the network. When a similar 
signal is detected in the spectrum, the transmis-
sion is discarded and the spectrum is set free for 
all CR users. Since transmission time and the 
transmitted signal strength are unknown, the lo-
cation verification approach is deployed using 
the difference in the RSS at the CR users' level. 
At least four CR users are needed to localize 
the attacker. 
Another approach used to detect PUE attacks 
in CRNs is watermarking-based [21] and hash 
message techniques [22], [23]. In the water-
marking-based technique, the PU's signal is 
watermarked before transmission. The water-
marks served as a signature for authenticating 
the PU's signal in order to differentiate it from 
an eventual attacker's signal. The proposed 
method does not affect the bit error rate of the 
PU's signal, and there is no need for signal con-

mary Users (PUs) have priority in accessing the 
spectrum over Secondary Users (SUs) using 
Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) [6]. This im-
plies that whenever the spectrum is occupied by 
a licensed user, the unlicensed users must vacate 
the spectrum till the licensed user releases it.
Cognitive Radio (CR) technology is being de-
veloped to be an implementation of the dynam-
ic spectrum access paradigm [7], [8]. CR is de-
rived from the software-defined radio applied 
to wireless-based transmission [7]. CR can 
sense its surrounding environment and, based 
on the result, decide and adjust its parameters 
without external intervention. It can also sense 
the presence of the PU automatically and au-
tonomously. When a CR user identifies a PU 
transmitting in the spectrum, it has to leave the 
spectrum and search for another that is idle or 
a hole in the spectrum that is unoccupied by 
the primary user. All the secondary users can 
access the spectrum without any priority [9]. 
The physical location of radio frequency trans-
mission sources has been a hot topic for many 
years in wireless applications [10], [11]. These 
specific features of CR predispose the network 
to new kinds of threats, one of which is called a 
primary user emulation attack [12]. The Prima-
ry User Emulation (PUE) attack is illustrated in 
Figure 1. This paper focused on signal analysis 
with the aim of addressing PUE attacks on cog-
nitive radio networks. The remaining sections 
of the paper are organized as follows: The sec-
ond section discussed previous related research 
work; the third section discussed the design of 
the proposed model; the fourth section exam-
ined the simulation results and the fifth section 
contains the conclusion of the paper.

Figure 1. Illustration of the problem of PUE attack 
scenario.

2. Related Work

In CRNs, security threats have grown signifi-
cantly over the previous two decades. These at-
tacks have a negative influence on the networks' 
normal operation, and thus several approaches 
have been proposed.
One method for detecting PUE attacks in 
CRNs is to use localization-based approaches 
[13–15]. The Distance Ratio Test (DRT) tech-
nique [13], a localization-based approach, is a 
Received Signal Strength (RSS)-based method 
to determine transmitter-receiver distance. The 
ratio between the RSS at two different points is 
a function of the distance ratio between these 
points and the transmitter. In this case, the trans-
mitter's location detection accuracy increases 
with the number of CR users. If the RSS ratio 
of the receiver is close to that of the transmitter, 
then it is assumed to be the legitimate transmit-
ter; otherwise, a PUE attack is detected. This 
technique works for fixed or static users and a 
dense population of CR users. 
Also, the Distance Difference Test (DDT) tech-
nique measures the received signal at two dis-
tinct points and the resulting time difference. 
Using the time difference, the distance differ-
ence is determined. The greater the distance, the 
more the detection is accurate. Accuracy is also 
a function of the synchronization between the 
two location points (the distance between the 
points must be small [13]. The position of the 
transmitter must be well known, and the mobile 
transmitter is not considered in this work.
Also, Received Signal Strength (RSS), Di-
rection of Arrival (DoA) [16], and Coopera-
tive Spectrum Sensing (CSS) [17] techniques 
are also used to achieve localization between 
the primary and secondary users. Localiza-
tion-Based Defence (LocDef) is a non-inter-
active technique that analyzes the character-
istics of the signal present in the spectrum to 
determine if it is a PU's signal by estimating 
its location based on the measurement of RSS 
collected at the receiver side. The location of 
the transmitter is detected when the RSS is at 
its maximum. The assumption governing the 
study is that the smaller the RSS, the bigger the 
distance between transmitter and receiver [16]. 
Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA) is also a 
non-interactive technique for fixed transmitters 
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version nor to modify the receivers' protocol. In 
the hash message technique, an authentication 
code was used to detect the attacker. Before the 
PU starts transmitting, a tag is generated using 
the hash function. This tag, which is initially 
part of the transmission key, is embedded in a 
message sent together with the PU's signal. At 
the CR users' level, the same hash function is 
used in addition to the transmission key to re-
generate the tag, which is compared to the one 
embedded in the message. If the two tags are 
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al decision is then made by the base station for 
PUE attack detection. Fully cooperative spec-
trum sensing is efficient and saves time com-
pared to partially cooperative spectrum sensing. 
Collaborative Spectrum Sensing (CSS), e.g., a 
one-class classification technique [28], is also 
exploited to characterize a PU signal. The PU 
signal features will learn to aid in distinguish-
ing a PU signal from a PU signal emulation.
One other approach used to detect PUE attacks 
in CRNs is a channel-based technique. For ex-
ample, using wireless channels as a fingerprint 
[29], [30] was employed to detect PUE attacks 
in CRNs. It was discovered that the probability 
of detection increases with an increase in the 
Signal-To-Noise Ratio (SNR).
Position detection is another key approach used 
to detect PUE attacks in CRNs. In [31], a po-
sition detection technique using transmission 
power was employed to detect PUE attacks in a 
CRN. Transmission power is a characteristic of 
the signal that is not easy to emulate. This is be-
cause the primary users usually transmit with a 
power scale of hundreds or thousands of watts, 
while the cognitive radio users cannot transmit 
with a power scale of more than ten to hundreds 
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localization-based schemes is to minimize the 
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is the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) 
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authenticity. Using the pre-shared secret key, 
the AES approach generates a reference signal 
used for authenticating the PU. If the SUs con-
firm the authenticity, they vacate the spectrum 
to avoid interference. Furthermore, autocor-
relation analysis of the received signal added to 
AES can detect PUE attacks with no informa-
tion about the PU.
One other approach used to detect PUE attacks 
in CRNs is belief propagation-based [19],[20]. 
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and compatibility functions. The results are 
shared among the CR users to execute the be-
lief function; this is done repetitively. When the 
results converge for all CR users, the attacker is 
detected and its signal's features and parameters 
are broadcast over the network. When a similar 
signal is detected in the spectrum, the transmis-
sion is discarded and the spectrum is set free for 
all CR users. Since transmission time and the 
transmitted signal strength are unknown, the lo-
cation verification approach is deployed using 
the difference in the RSS at the CR users' level. 
At least four CR users are needed to localize 
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Another approach used to detect PUE attacks 
in CRNs is watermarking-based [21] and hash 
message techniques [22], [23]. In the water-
marking-based technique, the PU's signal is 
watermarked before transmission. The water-
marks served as a signature for authenticating 
the PU's signal in order to differentiate it from 
an eventual attacker's signal. The proposed 
method does not affect the bit error rate of the 
PU's signal, and there is no need for signal con-

mary Users (PUs) have priority in accessing the 
spectrum over Secondary Users (SUs) using 
Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) [6]. This im-
plies that whenever the spectrum is occupied by 
a licensed user, the unlicensed users must vacate 
the spectrum till the licensed user releases it.
Cognitive Radio (CR) technology is being de-
veloped to be an implementation of the dynam-
ic spectrum access paradigm [7], [8]. CR is de-
rived from the software-defined radio applied 
to wireless-based transmission [7]. CR can 
sense its surrounding environment and, based 
on the result, decide and adjust its parameters 
without external intervention. It can also sense 
the presence of the PU automatically and au-
tonomously. When a CR user identifies a PU 
transmitting in the spectrum, it has to leave the 
spectrum and search for another that is idle or 
a hole in the spectrum that is unoccupied by 
the primary user. All the secondary users can 
access the spectrum without any priority [9]. 
The physical location of radio frequency trans-
mission sources has been a hot topic for many 
years in wireless applications [10], [11]. These 
specific features of CR predispose the network 
to new kinds of threats, one of which is called a 
primary user emulation attack [12]. The Prima-
ry User Emulation (PUE) attack is illustrated in 
Figure 1. This paper focused on signal analysis 
with the aim of addressing PUE attacks on cog-
nitive radio networks. The remaining sections 
of the paper are organized as follows: The sec-
ond section discussed previous related research 
work; the third section discussed the design of 
the proposed model; the fourth section exam-
ined the simulation results and the fifth section 
contains the conclusion of the paper.

Figure 1. Illustration of the problem of PUE attack 
scenario.

2. Related Work

In CRNs, security threats have grown signifi-
cantly over the previous two decades. These at-
tacks have a negative influence on the networks' 
normal operation, and thus several approaches 
have been proposed.
One method for detecting PUE attacks in 
CRNs is to use localization-based approaches 
[13–15]. The Distance Ratio Test (DRT) tech-
nique [13], a localization-based approach, is a 
Received Signal Strength (RSS)-based method 
to determine transmitter-receiver distance. The 
ratio between the RSS at two different points is 
a function of the distance ratio between these 
points and the transmitter. In this case, the trans-
mitter's location detection accuracy increases 
with the number of CR users. If the RSS ratio 
of the receiver is close to that of the transmitter, 
then it is assumed to be the legitimate transmit-
ter; otherwise, a PUE attack is detected. This 
technique works for fixed or static users and a 
dense population of CR users. 
Also, the Distance Difference Test (DDT) tech-
nique measures the received signal at two dis-
tinct points and the resulting time difference. 
Using the time difference, the distance differ-
ence is determined. The greater the distance, the 
more the detection is accurate. Accuracy is also 
a function of the synchronization between the 
two location points (the distance between the 
points must be small [13]. The position of the 
transmitter must be well known, and the mobile 
transmitter is not considered in this work.
Also, Received Signal Strength (RSS), Di-
rection of Arrival (DoA) [16], and Coopera-
tive Spectrum Sensing (CSS) [17] techniques 
are also used to achieve localization between 
the primary and secondary users. Localiza-
tion-Based Defence (LocDef) is a non-inter-
active technique that analyzes the character-
istics of the signal present in the spectrum to 
determine if it is a PU's signal by estimating 
its location based on the measurement of RSS 
collected at the receiver side. The location of 
the transmitter is detected when the RSS is at 
its maximum. The assumption governing the 
study is that the smaller the RSS, the bigger the 
distance between transmitter and receiver [16]. 
Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA) is also a 
non-interactive technique for fixed transmitters 
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sion. This classic transmission model induces 
a logical quick insight into detecting primary 
user emulation attacks. This is because FSPL 
allows determining the position of the trans-
mitter, which is important in detecting wheth-
er the signal observed in the spectrum is from 
the genuine primary user or the attacker [31]. 
In Equation (1), the FSPL model is expressed 
as follows:

2

2(4 )
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P G
P d

λ
π
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where Pr and Pt represent received and trans-
mitted signal power respectively, λ is the sig-
nal's wavelength, d is the distance between the 
transmitter and the receiver in a LOS, G is con-
stantly obtained by multiplying the gain of the 
transmitter and receiver antenna.
It is therefore deduced that the ratio of the re-
ceived to the transmitted power is therefore 
proportional to the square of the distance (d 
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as in Equation (2):
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The transmitter-receiver distance di (i = 1, 2, ..., 
N ) can be calculated using the primary user's 
transmission power (Pt( pu)), the transmission 
power of the attacker (Pt(att)) and the received 
power by the CR users (Pr(i)). The distance is, 
therefore, computed as given in Equation (4) in 
the case of PU's signal and as given in Equation 
(5) if the signal is from the attacker [31].
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Where Pr(i) is received signal power at the i-th 
receiver, Pt( pu) is transmitted signal power from 
the PU, Pt(att) is transmitted signal power from 
the attacker, di( pu) is distance PU - i-th receiver, 
di(att) is distance attacker - i-th receiver, di( fc) is 
distance of i-th receiver to the fusion centre.
If (di + di, fc) ≥ |di - di, fc| ∀i = 1, 2, ..., N, this 
means the source of the signal is situated out-
side the CRN environment, so it is detected 
to be a PU's signal. Otherwise, this means the 
source of the signal is located within the range 
of the CRN environment, and the signal is from 
an attacker. The position and distance represen-
tation of the legitimate primary user, the attack-
er, and the CR users in the design of HSPEAD 
are as presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Distance and position representation in the 
network.

3.2. Energy Detection Model

In spectrum sensing, the energy detection pro-
cess is a major theoretical advance used for de-
tecting spectrum occupancy. The sensing theory 
and the decision theory formed the basis of the 
second phase of HSPEAD for energy detection. 
This is implemented to determine the accura-
cy based on a computed threshold. The sensing 
process converts the input signal to obtain the 
energy value, and the decision process uses the 
obtained energy value to derive the correspond-
ing inference. The output can be a yes or a no 
("yes, if the signal is present" or "no, if the sig-
nal is not present"). At least one parameter must 
characterize each of the processes: the sensitiv-
ity for the sensing and the response criteria for 
the decision process.

of milliwatts. The transmission power was used 
to determine the transmitter-receiver distance, 
which allows for the detection if the source of 
the signal is from a real PU or from an attacker. 
The energy detection technique [32], [33] is an-
other key approach used to detect PUE attacks 
in CRNs. These energy-based detection tech-
niques are meant for highly populated CR us-
ers in the network. In [33], a database-assisted 
detection approach using energy detection and 
localization is proposed to efficiently discover 
PUE attacks. The energy detector is being used 
to reduce the time for detecting PUE attacks. 
This method distinguishes the legitimate user's 
signal from the attacker's signal using energy 
thresholds. The energy of the signal (E) is con-
sidered as an input, which is compared to a set 
of three energy thresholds: θ0, θ1 and θ2. θ0 < 
θ1 < θ2, and θ0 is the conventional energy de-
tection threshold. E is obtained after sampling, 
squaring, and aggregating the signal being ob-
served in the spectrum. If E < θ0, then there are 
only secondary users occupying the spectrum; 
otherwise, θ1 and θ2 are used to identify the sig-
nal being observed. If θ0 < E < θ1 or E > θ2, it is 
an attacker; otherwise it is the genuine primary 
user. Furthermore, a localization technique is 
deployed. The localization scheme is a finger-
print-based approach using a Bayesian hypoth-
esis for estimation. This approach is computa-
tionally complex (time complexity) due to the 
fingerprint-based technique. 
In this study, the need to address the detection 
accuracy of PUE attacks in sparse CRNs and 
the mobility of primary users is considered. 
This study proposes the hybrid of position [31] 
and energy [33] detection to address the detec-
tion of PUE attacks in CRNs to increase the de-
tection accuracy for a mobile and sparse popu-
lation of CR users.

3. Methodology

The proposed model tagged "Hybrid Signal 
Processing-based Model for Primary User 
Emulation Attacks Detection" (HSPEAD) de-
veloped for detecting PUE attacks comprises 
two major phases: the position detection of the 
transmitter and energy detection. During the 
position detection process in the first phase, 
once a signal is detected in the spectrum, the 

distance (di) between the transmitter and the 
receivers is computed by using the Free-Space 
Path Loss (FSPL) model. In the FSPL model, 
the transmitter-receiver distance is proportional 
to the square of the frequency. The signal dis-
perses in wireless communication with an in-
crease in distance. As a result, the farther the 
receiver is from the transmitter, the less power 
it receives. This is because a transmitted signal 
attenuates over distance due to the fact that the 
signal is being spread over a larger area. In the 
FSPL model, there are no obstacles between 
transmitter and receiver while the signal passes 
through the Line Of Sight (LOS) channel in a 
classic transmission. This classic transmission 
model induces a logical quick insight into de-
tecting primary user emulation attacks. This is 
because FSPL allows determining the position 
of the transmitter, which is an important param-
eter in detecting whether the signal observed in 
the spectrum is from the genuine primary user 
or the attacker following hypothesis tests.
In the second phase, the energy detection pro-
cess implements the additive Gaussian noise 
model, and the signal detected in the spectrum 
is analyzed. The signal processing, in this case, 
comprises the signal sampling to obtain energy 
vectors; the energy vectors are then squared and 
aggregated. The output of the signal processing 
is the energy value of the signal, which is com-
pared to thresholds with the view of detecting 
PUE attacks in CRNs.

3.1. Position Detection Model 

When there is no reflection or diffraction, the 
loss of signal strength in a line of sight path 
with air as a medium of transmission is known 
as Free-Space Path Loss (FSPL). The gain of 
the antennas and hardware imperfections are 
not considered.
In the FSPL model, the distance between trans-
mitter and receiver is proportional to the square 
of the frequency. The signal disperses in wire-
less communication with the increase of dis-
tance. Even in satellite-based transmission, 
FSPL is the primary model for analyzing signal 
loss. In the FSPL model, there is an assump-
tion of no obstacles between transmitter and re-
ceiver while the signal passes through the Line 
of Sight (LOS) channel in a classic transmis-
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sion. This classic transmission model induces 
a logical quick insight into detecting primary 
user emulation attacks. This is because FSPL 
allows determining the position of the trans-
mitter, which is important in detecting wheth-
er the signal observed in the spectrum is from 
the genuine primary user or the attacker [31]. 
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as follows:
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Where Pr(i) is received signal power at the i-th 
receiver, Pt( pu) is transmitted signal power from 
the PU, Pt(att) is transmitted signal power from 
the attacker, di( pu) is distance PU - i-th receiver, 
di(att) is distance attacker - i-th receiver, di( fc) is 
distance of i-th receiver to the fusion centre.
If (di + di, fc) ≥ |di - di, fc| ∀i = 1, 2, ..., N, this 
means the source of the signal is situated out-
side the CRN environment, so it is detected 
to be a PU's signal. Otherwise, this means the 
source of the signal is located within the range 
of the CRN environment, and the signal is from 
an attacker. The position and distance represen-
tation of the legitimate primary user, the attack-
er, and the CR users in the design of HSPEAD 
are as presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Distance and position representation in the 
network.

3.2. Energy Detection Model
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ing inference. The output can be a yes or a no 
("yes, if the signal is present" or "no, if the sig-
nal is not present"). At least one parameter must 
characterize each of the processes: the sensitiv-
ity for the sensing and the response criteria for 
the decision process.
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thresholds. The energy of the signal (E) is con-
sidered as an input, which is compared to a set 
of three energy thresholds: θ0, θ1 and θ2. θ0 < 
θ1 < θ2, and θ0 is the conventional energy de-
tection threshold. E is obtained after sampling, 
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served in the spectrum. If E < θ0, then there are 
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distance (di) between the transmitter and the 
receivers is computed by using the Free-Space 
Path Loss (FSPL) model. In the FSPL model, 
the transmitter-receiver distance is proportional 
to the square of the frequency. The signal dis-
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crease in distance. As a result, the farther the 
receiver is from the transmitter, the less power 
it receives. This is because a transmitted signal 
attenuates over distance due to the fact that the 
signal is being spread over a larger area. In the 
FSPL model, there are no obstacles between 
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vectors; the energy vectors are then squared and 
aggregated. The output of the signal processing 
is the energy value of the signal, which is com-
pared to thresholds with the view of detecting 
PUE attacks in CRNs.

3.1. Position Detection Model 

When there is no reflection or diffraction, the 
loss of signal strength in a line of sight path 
with air as a medium of transmission is known 
as Free-Space Path Loss (FSPL). The gain of 
the antennas and hardware imperfections are 
not considered.
In the FSPL model, the distance between trans-
mitter and receiver is proportional to the square 
of the frequency. The signal disperses in wire-
less communication with the increase of dis-
tance. Even in satellite-based transmission, 
FSPL is the primary model for analyzing signal 
loss. In the FSPL model, there is an assump-
tion of no obstacles between transmitter and re-
ceiver while the signal passes through the Line 
of Sight (LOS) channel in a classic transmis-
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The estimation of thresholds can lead to an in-
correct evaluation of the sensitivity of the sens-
ing process compared with that of the response 
criteria of the decision process. Therefore, there 
is a need to set two aspects of detection capa-
bility to measure the sensitivity and decision 
criteria. The inference corresponding to "yes" 
when a signal is present is no longer sufficient 
to distinguish the signal of the genuine trans-
mitter from the signal of an attacker.
Considering x(t), h(t) and nc(t) representing the 
transmitted signal, channel impulse response 
and the channel noise respectively. The basic 
additive Gaussian noise model is expressed as 
given in Equation (6) [33].
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Let Pt(pu)(t) and Pt(att)(t) be the signal transmitted 
by the PU and by attacker respectively. Thus, 
x(t) = Pt(pu)(t) for the primary user's signal, x1(t) 
= Pt(att)(t) for the attacker's signal and x(t) = 0 
when only secondary users are occupying the 
spectrum. The additive Gaussian noise model is 
then transformed as in Equation (7).
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In this study, each secondary user is considered 
a PUE attack detector. The received signal by 
the secondary users is then processed to obtain 
the energy value of the signal. Furthermore, the 
obtained energy value is compared to the de-
fined threshold to identify the signal observed 
in the spectrum. The signal is then processed in 
these three steps: signal sampling, signal squar-
ing, and signal aggregation.
The energy of the signal (E) is considered as in-
put which is compared to a set of three energy 
thresholds:  θ0, θ1, and θ2. θ0 < θ1 < θ2, where θ0 
is the conventional energy detection threshold. E 
is obtained after sampling, squaring, and aggre-
gating the signal been observed in the spectrum. 
If E < θ0, then, there are only secondary users oc-
cupying the spectrum otherwise θ1 and θ2 are im-
plemented to identify the signal been observed. 

If θ0 < E < θ1 or E > θ2, then the signal is from an 
attacker, otherwise it is the genuine primary user. 
E is derived as in equation (8) as follow:
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where es are vectors obtained after sampling 
and squaring the input signal. Thus, the pro-
posed HSPEAD model is illustrated in Figure 3.

4. Simulation and Evaluation

The simulation of the HSPEAD model was car-
ried out using MATLAB. The CRN was simu-
lated in OMNET++ 4.6. In this study, an ad hoc 
architecture was used in a decentralized trans-
mission mode using point-to-point topology. 
The secondary users can establish communica-
tion links among themselves or with the prima-
ry user without the need for an access point or a 
relay node. Radio and spread spectrum technol-
ogies in wireless local area networks were used 
to enable communication between multiple de-
vices in a limited area.

4.1. Model Simulation

The performance of the model is evaluated using 
the detection probability based on the number 
of CR users and the velocity of the transmitter. 
Based on the number of CR users, the detection 
probability is derived as in Equation (9). 
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Where Pd is the detection probability, r is the 
radius of the CRN environment, N is the num-
ber of CR users, di(fc) is the distance between 
CR users and the fusion centre, dj(fc) is the dis-
tance of the farthest CR to the fusion centre, R 
is the ratio of the transmitted power.
The detection probability with respect to the 
number of CR users is shown in Figure 4. The 
minimum detection probability of the proposed 

model is 57.5%, corresponding to a single sec-
ondary user, while in the existing RONG model 
[33] for the same number of secondary users the 
detection probability is null (0%), as is illustrat-
ed in Figure 4. This probability increases to a 
maximum of 96% and 94%, respectively, for the 
proposed and the existing RONG model [33].
Based on the transmitter's velocity, the detec-
tion probability is derived as in equation (10) 
where Pd is the detection probability, θ1 and θ2 
are the defined thresholds, ns is the total number 
of samples, Q() is the standard Gaussian com-
plementary cumulative distribution function, V 
is the maximum allowable speed of the signal's 
transmitter, I is the desired confidence interval, 
D is the minimum distance where the transmit-
ter is considered to be stationary, ɛ is the accept-
able error in the mean calculation.

Figure 3. The Proposed Model (HSPEAD).
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Let Pt(pu)(t) and Pt(att)(t) be the signal transmitted 
by the PU and by attacker respectively. Thus, 
x(t) = Pt(pu)(t) for the primary user's signal, x1(t) 
= Pt(att)(t) for the attacker's signal and x(t) = 0 
when only secondary users are occupying the 
spectrum. The additive Gaussian noise model is 
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In this study, each secondary user is considered 
a PUE attack detector. The received signal by 
the secondary users is then processed to obtain 
the energy value of the signal. Furthermore, the 
obtained energy value is compared to the de-
fined threshold to identify the signal observed 
in the spectrum. The signal is then processed in 
these three steps: signal sampling, signal squar-
ing, and signal aggregation.
The energy of the signal (E) is considered as in-
put which is compared to a set of three energy 
thresholds:  θ0, θ1, and θ2. θ0 < θ1 < θ2, where θ0 
is the conventional energy detection threshold. E 
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Figure 5 presents the detection probability with 
respect to the velocity of the transmitter. The 
existing RONG's model [33] with a stationary 
primary user detects the presence of an attacker 
at a minimum rate of 50%, while for the pro-
posed model, the minimum detection rate is 
72.3%. This detection accuracy increases with 
the velocity of the transmitter to 98%. Hence, 
HSPEAD can detect attackers even in mobile 
user scenarios. While in Figure 6, similar sce-
narios were observed from 0 to 92% in the 
Dong's model [31] and from 9% to 98% in the 
proposed model.

Figure 5. Detection probability based on transmitter's 
velocity.

Figure 6. Detection Probability based on number of CR 
users.

4.2. Network Simulation

In the CRN simulation, the users (primary and 
secondary), the channels, and the functional-
ities modules (mobility and radio modules) are 
based on the existing modules from the INET-

MANET framework with respect to cognitive 
radio technology requirement. The occupancy 
of primary user's channels, indexed as i, is mod-
eled as two states: BUSY and IDLE.
The data transmission for both primary and 
secondary users is simulated using the ping 
protocol (pingapp.cc). The Ping protocol en-
sures the transfer of the primary user's state in 
order to trigger the sensing process of the sec-
ondary user. The tracking of the ping protocol 
event shows how the packet travels up to the 
Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) of 
the network module of the receiver. Thus, the 
SU uses the identification of primary packets to 
avoid collisions. The ping protocol is modified 
in this work to incorporate the primary user's 
state; thus, additional parameters are embedded 
in the pingapp.cc. These parameters (included 
in phost.ned, shost.ned, and pingpayload.msg) 
were also used to control the data transmission 
of both PU and SU.
In the process of simulating the network, the 
four layers of the TCP/IP model have been con-
sidered. At the physical layer level, the connec-
tions between nodes have been established by 
the topology of the network. At the network lay-
er level, the network architecture was defined, 
including the path determination and the for-
warding of the routing process. At the transport 
layer level, the data transmission was defined; 
the starting and ending transmission of each 
user, mainly the primary user, is noted by an 
acknowledgement to facilitate spectrum sens-
ing. Finally, at the application layer level, the 
layout and design of the network were carried 
out. Figure 7 shows the design of the simulation 
process of opportunistic spectrum access by 
secondary users. Figure 8 shows the through-
put based on the simulation time and Figure 9 
shows the End-to-End delay of HSPEAD. Both 
throughput and delay are proportional to time.

5. Conclusion 

This paper studied security issues in CRNs, par-
ticularly in spectrum sensing. The focus was on 
PUE attacks. An improved hybrid model was de-
veloped based on position detection aided with 
energy detection using multiple thresholds to de-
tect PUE attacks in CRNs. The results of simula-
tions carried out demonstrated that the proposed 

model is effective for detecting PUE attacks in 
CRNs, even for mobile and sparse populations 
of CR. Since spectrum sensing occupancy infor-
mation is being received by secondary users in 
a CRN, it is imperative to verify if the received 
information is actually from a genuine primary 
user. Improved performance of secondary users' 
spectrum sensing is presented by proposing a 
novel technique to effectively detect attackers in 
a CRN. The proposed model, HSPEAD, aids in 
controlling the activities of PUE attacks, elim-

inates spectrum-sensing errors encountered by 
secondary users in a CRN, and enables the im-
plementation of secured and trusted CRNs.
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